
BARCELONA

G OM U S T
CAN CISA. BAR BRUTAL

Artisanal wines and designer tapas. 

A vermouth-flavoured jewel in the Born. 
SAGRADA FAMILIA
The most famous church in Barcelona, and 

perhaps even in Spain. Ever since building works 

began 132 years ago, it has attracted many 

people. Or rather, everyone. 

RESTAURANTE ALKIMIA
Forget about chemistry and mysticism: there is only 

one Alkimia, and it's this restaurant. Avant-garde 

cuisine in a quiet, aesthetic setting. 

RESTAURANTE KILO
Eat, drink, dance, and be merry, for the world is 

coming to an end. That's what they say, and you 

need to come and see it. 

MIRABÉ
A terrace-garden. A balcony overlooking 

Barcelona. A delicious menu. And 

cocktails. What more could you ask?

ELS ENCANTS VELLS
Chairs, watches, books, fashion... The Catalan 

Camden offers everything that can be bought and 

sold (at least legally). 

TICKETS
An amazing concept that cannot be described in such a short 

space: The concept: Tapas lifestyle. The creators: The Iglesias 

brothers, Albert, and Ferrán Adrià. Say no more. 

MIRABLAU
In the middle of Tibidabo, it's the perfect place 

to have a drink with a great view. 

LA XAMPANYERIA
A Barceloneta classic that takes you back to the 

70s. Zero glamour, lots of fun. 

CERVECERÍA CATALANA
They say that the best tapas in Barcelona are 

served in this alehouse near Rambla Catalunya. GÜELL PARK
Designed by Gaudí as an urban development, it crowns the 

city of Barcelona. A whim that ceased to be a development 

to become a public park.

Luckily for us.  

LAS RAMBLAS
Flowers, living statues, and Canaletas fountain. The 

best-known boulevard in the city is a must. 

LA BOQUERÍA MARKET
A paradise for the senses. Smells, colours, flavours, among 

the hustle of those shopping and selling. 

PASEO DE GRACIA
One of the main avenues in Barcelona, with delightful 

window displays and modernist architecture. Scale-covered 

Casa Batlló and Casa Milà (La Pedrera), both by Gaudí, 

are the cherry on the cake that is this shopping area, with 

shops such as Channel, Cartier, and Dolce & Gabbana.

TIBIDABO
A natural space with a great view and best of all... attrac-

tions! Attractive, isn't it?

BARRIO GÓTICO
If you have an imagination, you can feel like a 

mediaeval king in these old streets. You've just got 

to pretend that there are no kebab shops. 

THIS COSMOPOLITAN CITY BY THE SEA BREATHES MODERNITY, GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE, 

AND DESIGN THROUGH ALL ITS PORES, AND HAS BECOME A REFERENCE IN EUROPE. 

LA BARCELONETA
The fishermen's district, the Mediterranean, the 

beach... in the middle of the city. Amazing!


